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FOR YOUR EMMY CONSIDERATION
®

We’re all here
to leave our mark.

Behind every shot, every scene every script ever written there are thousands of people
who make storytelling possible that entertains and enlightens the world – Hollywood is
a magical place that may have brought a tear or a smile to your face. From the very
beginning, the creators of Hollywood established MPTF (Motion Picture & Television
Fund) to help the Hollywood community care for its own at times of need.

www.mptf.com
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For Cosmo Segurson, his Nickelodeon
short, The Prince and Mr. Whiskers,
brings together influences from his
past. Inspired by hot jazz, 1930’s
cartoons and his father, he creates a
musical battle in a stop-motion world.

AND THE WINNER IS…

We look back at eight Primetime
Emmy winners over the last five
decades, highlighting shows that
impacted the industry. From The
Flintstones to SpongeBob SquarePants,
these unforgettable characters
continue to live on.
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How do you design a summer
vacation film without sunlight?
That was one big challenge for the
production of Hotel Transylvania 3.
Learn how the artists behind the film
created a bright destination for Drac
and his family.
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JUST THE TIP OF THE ICEBERG
Sure, our biggest and most important single event is
the Annie Awards, our annual celebration of the art of
animation and the people who create it, but we also do
more for our community outside of our most public event.
Over the past three years we have consistently raised
our contributions to the animation community, this year
earmarking $185,000 for animation-based programs and
events, including but not limited to ASIFA’s Animation
Aid Foundation, ASIFA Animation Educators Forum’s
scholarship and faculty grants programs, the Animated
Film Preservation Initiative and Open Source Support,
as well as continuing to sponsor other animation
organizations and events. That, and completing and
opening our ASIFA-Hollywood Animation Center and
June Foray Screening Room, keeps us all of us focused
squarely on our mission.
Frankly, without your help and support through
memberships and individual and corporate sponsorships
none of this would be possible. Join us and be a part
of honoring those who work in animation as well as
helping us to give back in so many important ways.
For more information on ASIFA-Hollywood, the world’s foremost
honorary animation society, please visit asifa-hollywood.org.
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LETTER

SHOW OFF
YOUR SOLIDARITY!
Solidarity—what is it? It is nothing more, and
nothing less, than the heart and soul of our
union. Simply put, it is unity based on our
shared interests, objectives, and standards. It
is what ties us together, and where we derive
our strength. When we stand together, we
thrive together.
Why do you stand with the Guild? Is it the
heath care plan, and your ability to keep it
without interruption betweens jobs? Is it the
pension plan, so that your can earn a secure
retirement? Is it the knowledge that the Guild’s
counsel is there for you when you need it?
Whatever the reason, standing together
makes us stronger when anti-labor interests
endeavor to keep us apart. Most recently, a
pro-employer verdict was handed down in the Supreme Court case Epic Systems vs. Lewis. The
LA Times summarized the ruling, saying it “not only affirmed employers’ ability to bind workers to
arbitration, but it also expanded that power to include asking workers to waive the right to take
collective action, even though such a right is protected by 1930s labor laws and 1960s civil rights
measures. The court’s majority ruled the arbitration law in this case overrides later labor laws.”

ON THE COVER
Cosmo Segurson, photographed
by Tim Sullens, places props on
his stop motion set.

Meaning, workers with grievances over wages, harassment, abuse, or
Board member
other unfair labor practices must press their cases alone, in a company- Ashley Long
preferred arbitration, even if there are others with the same complaint.
Ruth Bader Ginsburg dissented, saying that by joining their claims
together in collective action, the employees can spread the costs of
litigation, lessen fears of retaliation, and gain effective redress for wage
underpayment: “When workers charge their employers with unlawful
conduct—in this case, violations of laws governing wages earned and
hours worked—there is strength in numbers.”
Strength gives protection indeed, as the article points out that “the
decision is not likely to affect workers who belong to a union. For
them, the union negotiates a contract, and it may represent them
before an arbitrator.” And so together, we have these hard-won securities.
But more attacks on workers’ rights are coming, and it is a negotiation year. On a macro level we
must vote for those who are pro-labor, and on a micro level we must visibly demonstrate our unity.
Help kick off TAG’s show of solidarity leading into our negotiations! Pick up one of these cards
from the Guild, fill it out, and post to social media. We want the producers and public to see
what issues matter to YOU, and why our guild is worth fighting for! Remember to hashtag
#WeAre839, #IATSE, and #Letsmakeadeal.
“For the great doesn’t happen through impulse alone, and is a succession of little things that are
brought together... And the great isn’t something accidental; it must be willed.” – Vincent Van Gogh
In solidarity,
K.C. Johnson | President, The Animation Guild
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Get Connected!
If you’re not receiving important
emails from The Animation Guild—job
listings, events, invitations, classes,
and more—it’s because you haven’t
opted into our email system.

You can fix that in under a minute:
Visit animationguild.org/email-list
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E D I TO R ’ S N OT E

COMMON THREADS
I WANT TO START
THIS NOTE BY SAYING,
THANK YOU!
Thank you to all the amazing feedback we
received from members. We value your
voices and look forward to continuing
conversations. And, thank you to all
the artists who have agreed to be
included in the pages of this magazine.
Sometimes it’s hard to get in front of
a camera or share your story—please
know we appreciate your willingness to
welcome us into your lives.
With our second issue, we hope to continue to serve and entertain, bringing you
stories on a wide range of topics and highlighting work at a myriad of studios.
You’ll go behind the scenes of Bento Box’s Paradise P.D (p. 13) and enter the
stop-motion world of Nickelodeon’s latest short (p. 26). You’ll learn about the
visual challenges of taking a monster family on vacation in Sony Animations’s
Hotel Transylvania 3 (p.38) and what a Color Stylist’s job really entails (p.14).
These stories are just a sampling of what you’ll find inside this issue.
But you’ll discover a few common threads throughout—passion, inspiration,
perseverance, and problem solving—key ingredients for any successful venture.
Cheers,
Alexandra Drosu

CORRECTION: In the last issue’s article— Striking Gold—we mistakenly wrote that Robert
Alvarez was nominated for 17 Emmy’s and won six. He was nominated 23 times. Also, it was
Alvarez’s friend Steve McAdam who helped him get his first job in animation, not Tim Walker.

CONTRIBUTORS
WHITNEY FRIEDLANDER
(“Into the Night”) is an
entertainment journalist
who lives in Los Angeles
with her husband, son
and infamously ornery cat. A former staff
writer at Los Angeles Times and Variety, she
has also written for Esquire, Marie Claire
and The Washington Post.
Art director PAULA
SPENCE (“Pixel Vision”)
is marking two full decades
in the animation industry
this year. She regularly bites
off more than she can chew, and depends
on her husband, friends, family and five cats
to remind her of what’s important in life.
JEAN BENTLEY (“Creative
Tastes”, “And the Winner
Is...”) is a Los Angeles-based
freelance writer who loves
TV and all things pop culture.
Her work has appeared in The Hollywood
Reporter, Rotten Tomatoes, Cosmopolitan.com,
MarieClaire.com, Nerdist, and more.
DAVID YEH has been a
fan of animation all of his
life, but found his career
calling in the field of stillphotography. He recently
photographed the Annie Awards and the
50th Annual Academy of Magical Arts
Awards Show and can usually be found
having a cocktail at a nearby tiki bar.
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D E PA R T M E N T

ART & CRAFT

BELOVED BEAST
ARTIST: Ako Castuera
TITLE: Treasure Box Beast
MEDIUM: Ceramic
SIZE: 12in (w) x 10 (h) x 5.5in (w)

Storyboard artist Ako Castuera
discovered her passion for ceramics
in second grade: “It was the only art
class I was allowed to take as a kid,” she
says. “My mom didn’t want to put me in
drawing class because I was drawing all
the time.”
Today, inspired by local clays found in the
Arroyo Seco, she manipulates the earth
into dynamic hybrid forms. Her most
recent work is for a collaborative project
9
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called “Frontier” with indie comic book
publisher, Youth in Decline/Ryan Sands.
“Clay is a tactile medium,” she says.
“The material really has a personality
and I take some direction from that.”
Treasure Box Beast is both sculptural
and vaguely narrative. A mythical beast
features six compartments, each one
containing an object that reflects on a
thematic chapter of Castuera’s life. For

example, a feather or frond represents a
physical connection to the natural world
while a small seed person embodies our
intangible heritage like “an oral history
or…an emblem of a cultural treasure.”
Indeed, it was a traditional artifact
from Castuera’s Okinawan culture that
inspired the shape of the beast—Shisa
dogs. “They always come in a pair,” she
says. “One scares away bad fortune while
the other keeps good fortune in.”

SPRING/SUMMER 2018
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AFTER HOURS

“We really try
hard to depict
the likeness of
the character
and stay true
to who the
character is,
because of that,
and because
of our time
constraints, we
just stick to a
few orders a
month”
The Sandman
gets a sweet makeover;
Miniature cakes (opposite)
for Trolls: The Beat Goes On
below:

CREATIVE TASTES

DWA ARTIST FERNANDA ABARCA TAKES THE CAKE
WHEN IT COMES TO SCULPTING OUT OF SUGAR
By Jean Bentley
Fernanda Abarca has worked as a surfacer at DreamWorks Animation for nearly
12 years, but her creative process isn’t finished when she leaves work for the day.
That’s when she heads home to work on her latest projects for the cake decorating
company she runs with her husband, Issac Abarca, a media coordinator at Disney.
While now they have a stable of mainly marketing and public relations clients
at studios all over town, the first cake Abarca made was for her daughter’s
4th birthday.
“I started playing with sugar paste and had a lot of fun with it,” she says. “It was
a lot like Sculpey [clay], but edible, so I started making cakes for their birthday
parties, and from there just got hooked.”
When her daughter’s birthday cake was a success, she asked a DreamWorks event
coordinator if she could try her hand at making something to celebrate the opening

10
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AFTER HOURS

of Rise of the Guardians—and now
DreamWorks is one of her biggest clients.
Holding down a full-time job and
working on cakes in her off-time
means there’s a lot to do and just 24
hours in each day. Abarca and her
husband have their workflow down to
a science: He handles the architecture
of each design—the rigs and other
structural details, along with the
actual baking—while she works on the
sugar sculpting.
“[The heads] take the longest to
sculpt,” she says. “I’ll make the
head out of chocolate or rice
crispy treat so I can take my time
sculpting it. Once the head is in
then I’ll put in the rest of the body
as cake a day before the event.”
The precision required in her day job
leads her to create more than just a
beautiful cake; instead her artistry
appears to transport characters
directly off the screen and into her
confectionary creations.
“We really try hard to depict the
likeness of the character and stay
true to who the character is,” she says.
“Because of that, and because of our
time constraints, we just stick to a few
orders a month. This is why we can’t
really do birthday parties—we just
don’t have the time.”
Those orders include giant cakes to
celebrate openings, but sometimes
they’re large quantities of cupcakes to
send as gifts to the Hollywood Foreign
Press or other individuals studios want
to schmooze.
“Most of the work I do is large cakes,
but then I get these really intricate

little cupcakes and gifts,” she says.
“Those are fun, too, but it’s a completely
different way of working because you
become kind of like a manufacturer,
because you’re working on, like, 100
Poppy heads [from Trolls]. It’s really
excruciating, but they are so cute at
the very end, and they’re all edible.”
Sugar sculpting offers Abarca a
different creative outlet than the
one she gets at her day job. “I’m a
surfacing artist, so I’m constantly
painting and working on these
characters, and their hair, and stuff
like that, but there’s something
different about physically sitting down
and sculpting something with your
hands versus a computer,” she says.
“There’s something satisfying about it,
and it’s just very peaceful.”
Abarca’s daughter is now 11 and her son
is 9, and the kids help out the business
however they can—while they aren’t
in the kitchen yet, they earn pocket
money folding boxes and doing other
easy work. But even they don’t always
get custom birthday cakes anymore.
“Everybody always asks, ‘They must
get the coolest cake,’ but really the
poor things usually get not-very-cool
cakes. By the time their birthday runs
around and it’s like, ‘Do I really have
to make another cake?’ They’re so
cute, because most of the time they’ll
say stuff like, ‘No, mommy. You don’t
have to sculpt that. I can just put a toy
on top of it.’”
Want to see more of Abarca’s creative
confections? Visit her at facebook.com/
FernandaAbarcaCakes/ or follow her on
Instagram @fernandaacakes
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Small screen. Big screen.
Everything in between.
From concept to final product, Adobe Creative Cloud video tools give you
everything you need to bring your stories to life on film, TV, web, or even
streaming live. Adobe video tools work together seamlessly to save time and
help you stay in your creative zone. Move easily between Premiere Pro, After
Effects, and Character Animator to bring your best work to life. Plus everything
is connected so you can always pick up right where you left off.
See what we’re researching at adobe.ly/puppetron.

Learn more at adobe.com/go/characteranimator.

© 2018 Adobe Systems Incorporated. All rights reserved. Adobe, the Adobe logo, Creative Cloud, the Creative Cloud
logo, After Effects, Character Animator and Premiere Pro are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Adobe
Systems Incorporated in the United States and/or other countries.
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IN PRODUCTION

PARADISE PIPELINE
A BLOCKING PASS PROVES A SUCCESSFUL
STEP FOR THIS PRIMETIME TEAM
When Ashley Long was offered the
Supervising Director position on Paradise,
P.D., the new Netflix series at Bento Box,
she wanted to implement best practices
into the pipeline to ensure a good
experience for her artists. “I wanted to
evolve our workflow to take pressure off
so everyone would enjoy working here and
not be doing late nights in order to finish a
board,” she says.
In order to accomplish this goal, she
instituted what she calls a blocking pass
after the director has thumbnailed a
complete roadmap of the episode.
“We take the first week of our storyboard
schedule and basically treat it like stage
blocking,” she explains. “The blocking pass
was a way to get our showrunners a very
early look at the board in its most basic form.”
That basic form included both
camera and character placement
with each asset in scale.

“Thumbnails can be misinterpreted,”
says Brian Mainolfi, who directed three
episodes.
Long made a library of models ahead of
time so that the artists could quickly drop
in characters in scale with the background.
“Because you’re using Storyboard Pro
templates of our characters, everybody’s
in scale. The camera ratios are correct
and that way there just isn’t any room for
confusion,” she says. “The showrunners
were seeing the blueprint of exactly what
they were going to get.”
Once the blocking pass was complete,
the showrunners, director, and
storyboard team would meet in Long’s
office. She would pull up each sequence
giving the showrunners an opportunity
to offer feedback.
“If it’s something big I’ll just write a note,”
says Long. “But if it’s changing a camera
angle or flopping a composition, I do it

right there, save it and that’s the file the
artist will continue to work from so we’re
never at risk of losing or misinterpreting
information.”
“Some visual artists might think it’s an extra
step,” says Mainolfi. “But the purpose was
to mitigate any misunderstandings as early
in the process as possible.”
In the past, he adds, he’s been on shows
where they realized that a plot point
wasn’t working after six weeks throwing
out more than a month of work. This
early approval process, he says, increased
his level of confidence allowing him to
experiment more with stylistic details.
“It allowed me to be more creatively
adventurous,” he says. “If you work for five
weeks without guidance you tend to be
more conservative.”
Storyboard artists Beth Wollman and
Jackson Turcotte felt similarly.
“When you go in and start creating
the character moments you feel more
confident because it’s kind of already been
approved,” says Wollman. “You can push
the character acting, add things to make a
joke or action funnier.”
“Even in the ultra rough stage we could
show the angles and give them a sense
of pacing,” says Turcotte. He felt that the
blocking pass allowed him to save time on
boards that didn’t require much action and
focus more attention on “crazy poses” that
would ultimately elevate the work.

from left:

Beth Wollman, Ashley Long, Jackson Turcotte and Brian Mainolfi

Long quickly notes that implementing
a blocking pass may not work for all
productions but the method has been
successful for her. Ultimately, she
says, “we were able to put love into the
boards because we weren’t wasting time
redoing things, and so it paid off in a
better product.”
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ON THE JOB

IN CHARACTER

By Karen Briner

THE TASK OF THE CHARACTER DESIGNER IS TO BREATHE LIFE INTO A CHARACTER,
WHO MAY INITIALLY EXIST ONLY AS WORDS ON A PAGE. WE SPOKE TO THREE
CHARACTER DESIGNERS ABOUT THEIR INDIVIDUAL APPROACHES, AS WELL AS
THE SECRETS TO GOOD DESIGN.

departments to make certain the characters
I am drawing work with the world and other
assets being created for the show.
WHAT’S THE BEST PART OF THE JOB?
Apart from getting to draw every day, the
fact that I am constantly learning new
things. Whether it is a new art style or art
tool or approach, there is always something
to add to your bag of tricks. It is all a part of
striving to create new things each day.

THOMAS PERKINS /
WARNER BROS. ANIMATION

Perkins studied Studio Art at California
State University, Long Beach, where the
focus provided a more general and classical
approach to the arts. A longtime comics and
animation enthusiast, he got his first job in
1997 as a Prop Designer on Sony Television
Animation’s Extreme Ghostbusters. When
the Character Design department needed
help, Perkins was brought over to assist
by designing mouth charts. He’s been a
character designer ever since.

WHAT ARE SOME CHALLENGES?
The most important challenge for any designer
is to be an asset to your team and to be
certain your work best serves the story and
the style of the show. If you fail that challenge,
things become much more difficult. It is also
important to keep an eye out for opportunities
to learn new skills. One must be constantly
prepared to stretch as an artist, especially as
the landscape is constantly changing.
DESCRIBE YOUR PROCESS FOR
DESIGNING A CHARACTER.
In most cases it begins with trying to visualize
the written concept. To determine the salient
points about that character’s physical and
mental description that can be used to give
an interesting visual representation.

WHAT DETERMINES A SUCCESSFUL
CHARACTER DESIGN?
As artists, we all have things that we feel work
for our particular design sense. One should
keep an eye to distinct silhouettes and strong
shapes and contrasting forms and how those
give insight into the characters that we are
creating. We can employ color to help tell
more about the personality of the character.
The success of your designs will ultimately be
dictated by the satisfaction of your client.
DO YOU HAVE A FAVORITE CHARACTER
THAT YOU’VE DESIGNED?
In heavy competition for first place there would
be two shows I deeply enjoyed working on.
Firstly, there was Green Lantern the Animated
Series. I have had a lifelong love of the character,
the Green Lantern, so to be able to contribute
to that venture was fantastic. It was an
opportunity to create odd aliens and beasts to
roam the cosmos, as well as to work with a truly
talented crew. Secondly, there was the Cartoon
Network film, Firebreather, based upon the
Image Comics property created by Phil Hester
and Andy Kuhn. There was an opportunity in
this to design giant kaiju beasts. There were
quite a few monsters and the design process
to arrive at the final designs was great fun.

DESCRIBE YOUR JOB.
My job is to help in populating the world of
each story. Whether it is for a small town in the
middle of nowhere or a far-flung space station
rife with alien life, that task is great fun for me.
WHAT’S YOUR TYPICAL DAY?
On any given day, I work to coordinate my
efforts with the team to be certain that I am
working to best support their efforts. This is
done by being well versed in the scripts and
breakdown lists, as well as talking to other

14
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ON THE JOB

before. If there’s a reference/pose or cameo
needed, I’ll watch the source material. Most
of the day is [spent] sketching.
WHAT’S THE BEST PART OF THE JOB?
Having this opportunity to draw these
well-known characters in a whole new
light is a reward in itself, but the best part
has to be my crew. I didn’t get to study at
a specific school, but I know I’ve become
a better artist because of them.

TARA BILLINGER /
DISNEY TV ANIMATION

Tara Billinger knew from early on that she
wanted to pursue a career in animation,
but didn’t know exactly what part she
would play. Now, the self-taught Billinger
works as a character and props designer
on the Mickey Mouse shorts.
WHAT’S YOUR TYPICAL DAY?
I start my morning with a crew coffee walk,
which is my favorite since I get to stretch out
and chat. Once I get to my desk, I go through
my list of models for an episode. I review the
animatic a few times and watch past episodes
to see if the show has done something similar

WHAT ARE SOME OF YOUR CHALLENGES?
My personal challenge is to see how far I can
push a design and impress my directors. I make
sure to reference the storyboard too. The
board artists are extremely talented and bring
something different and unique. I put poses
on models, but I try not to lose their essence.
HOW DO YOU START?
When I sketch out a pose I always think
of silhouette and line of action. These
characters have rubbery black limbs that
could easily get lost if not positioned
correctly. We have the freedom to
exaggerate special poses on Mickey and
get away with a lot, but we never break
our style rules—unless it’s for a joke. With
Mickey there is a specific pen and ink
look, everything is loose but constructed.
Because of the inking style the designers
do the cleanup as well.

WHAT DETERMINES A SUCCESSFUL
CHARACTER DESIGN?
You should be able to look at a character
and learn something about their
personality—be it through their posture,
their silhouette or their clothing. Subtle
things on a character can speak volumes.
Another thing to keep in mind is the
animators—they’re going to be making
the character come to life and sometimes
less is more with a design and makes
it easier for them to animate. And you
know, pie eyes always look good.
DO YOU HAVE A FAVORITE
CHARACTER YOU’VE DESIGNED?
Well, Walt Disney and Ub Iwerks already
designed this cast so I can’t take credit for
them, but I’m thrilled when an expression
or exaggerated pose I’ve done is in the
final version.

team if needed, searching for references
on the net, sometimes sketching at night
if certain ideas come to mind—and they
always come to me at unusual times!

PHILIPPE TILIKETE /
ILLUMINATION ENTERTAINMENT

After studying at CFT Gobelins in Paris,
Philippe Tilikete went on to become an
assistant animator and then a key assistant
animator for traditional animation. He
had always wanted a professional career
in character design and around 2001 he
was able to realize that goal. Tilikete is
currently working on Minions 2.
WHAT’S YOUR TYPICAL DAY?
It’s pretty much designing 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. [I
have] very few meetings, calls with the Paris

WHAT ARE SOME CHALLENGES?
Coming up with fun and original ideas if the
subject matter has been exploited many
times in the past—I try to always find a way
to make it fresh, appealing and fun.
DESCRIBE YOUR PROCESS.
It can go a couple of ways. I can start with
tiny sketches on Post-It [notes]—my roughs
are pretty messy—and sketch out a good
dozen ideas for one character until I feel
the shape is pushed the right way and
going in the right direction, then scan them
on Photoshop, clean them up and color
them. Or designing directly on the Cintiq.
Thinking of the overall feel, personality,
[as well as] the voice of the character and
situations the character could be involved
in is very important.

Photo by Billy Skelly

WHAT’S THE BEST PART OF THE JOB?
Being creative, drawing all day long, seeing
the work on screen and hearing people laugh
at the movies I worked on in the theatre.

WHAT DETERMINES A SUCCESSFUL
CHARACTER DESIGN?
Personally I don’t think there’s an actual
formula; it comes down to appeal and taste,
depending on what style you are working with
and what production you are designing for. It
has to be the right idea for the right style.
DO YOU HAVE A FAVORITE CHARACTER
THAT YOU’VE DESIGNED?
I couldn’t really pinpoint one in particular. I
liked a lot of the ones I’ve done for Cartoon
Network [Out of Jimmy’s Head, My Gym Partner
is a Monkey], but I really like the characters
for the movie I am working on right now.
SPRING/SUMMER 2018
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If THESE
WALLS
COULD TALk
INSIDE BEN BALISTRERI’S HOME STUDIO YOU WON’T
FIND BLANK WALLS. IN FACT, YOU’D BE HARD
PRESSED TO FIND THE WALL AT ALL.
above : As a kid, Balistreri’s dad
made him choose between getting
Han Solo or Chewbacca. “I was in
tears. I picked Han Solo. When I got
home my dad took [Chewie] out of the
bag and said, ‘There’s no way you can
have Han Solo without Chewbacca.’ I
remember thinking he’s the greatest!”

Photos by Tim Sullems

right : After Balistreri’s dad saw
Toy Story, he gave his son his
childhood army men. The toy infantry
guards an eclectic group of figurines
including a LEGO Indiana Jones,
Darth Vader and Tony the Tiger:
“I love seeing all this pop culture
living together.”
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below : “I probably spend more time in this room than anywhere,” he says.
But he was never inspired to categorize his collection into specific themes or
productions. “I like it being this crazy mix.” Muppets and Star Wars characters
mingle with Mayor McCheese and the Stay Puft Marshmallow Man.

“I surround myself with as
much stuff as possible,” he
says laughing. “More is more.”
During the week, Balistreri works
at Disney TV as an Executive
Producer on Tangled. But during
evenings and on the weekend, he
retreats to this creative kingdom
where he works surrounded by
collections amassed over decades.
Each toy or keepsake has a story
and, here, he shares a few with us.

right : In 4th grade, Balistreri
traveled to Austria and discovered
Asterix, Lucky Luke and the
pantheon of Belgian comics artists.
“The influence of that artwork
always stuck with me,” he says.
“André Franquin is my art God!” A
small drawing by the artist holds a
place of honor above his desk.

above : “The Indy is my dream pinball machine,” he says. It gives him an excuse
to get up from his desk and take a break from work. “I got them for health
reasons,” he says with a laugh.
left:
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Mr. Toad presents Animal, who wears all of Balistreri’s “heavy metal merch.”
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It’s Friday—shipping day—and I’m opening
Photoshop files 10 at a time to approve
final background color for another episode
of the show I’m art directing, trying to get
everything finished and finalized so that it
can be shipped off to Seoul at the end of
the day. My computer is supposed to be
fast, but I manage to pop an antacid from
the depths of the desk drawer and solve
my Rubik’s Cube in the time it takes for all
those files to open. And, believe me, I’m
rusty with that cube.
I zip through a few of the files, tweaking
the darkness of shadows and noodling
with opacity levels, throwing out hidden
layers and obsolete notes from the last
approvals pass, organizing overlays into
separate groups and carefully naming
and highlighting those groups.
I skip an image with a neon sign because
I can see it isn’t right and dread having
to fix it myself after it has already gone
back to the painter three times. Two
files need adjusting because I spy some
discrepancies between them and the
stock BG reference. Whew! No amateur
continuity mistakes like a couch
changing color on this show! Ugh, there’s
that neon sign again—LATER! Three
more files need just a little housekeeping
and another pair needs no tweaks at all,
and now we’re back to the neon.
Man, it’s hard to make something
look like neon when the style of the
backgrounds on your show requires a
graphite pencil outline and watercolor
textures. Every episode seems more
complicated than the last and every
location seems stacked with a level of
detail that is not sustainable and damn
it, this neon just isn’t working. It doesn’t
help that this scene takes place during
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the day! I search for reference images
online to cheat something that doesn’t
make sense in reality. I paint a hot core
on the neon tube, create an unbelievable
glow around the lettering and subtly
darken the area around the glow, just
hoping to get the IDEA of a neon sign. I
think I may have gotten it and suddenly
it’s 4 o’clock: time for approvals with the
showrunner and his second-in-command.
I preview a bunch of backgrounds for the
pair and all receive quick approval. We
really do have a team of great designers
and painters on our show—hard working
and with a great team spirit and positive
attitude. More backgrounds get positive
responses, and then the dreaded scene with
the neon sign opens up. There is barely time
to gird for the expected comments before
“Aw, YEAH! That looks awesome!” flits like
a bird on the wing, over my shoulder and
up into the sunny sky that just opened
over my cluttered desk. It’s approved. I’m
about to move on when I hear: “Can you fix
the tree next to the neon sign?” Darkness
descends. I look over my shoulder: “What?”
The color of the tree trunk looks wrong,
he says, so I adjust the color and now the
foliage looks even more wrong. A few
more tweaks and the tree looks better, but
now it doesn’t stand out from the building
behind it. Since I’m adjusting the value
of the building, the second voice over
my shoulder would like to see a different
hue, something warmer, and suddenly
the sidewalk looks off. They check their
phones while I add adjustment layers and
in a few minutes the background looks
perfect again, including the neon sign that
gave me so much trouble half an hour ago.
“Can you just zoom in close on that tree
trunk?” I zoom. “Closer. The texture doesn’t

look right.” I zoom in again. “Is it supposed
to look like that?” I zoom in one more time
and all of a sudden, I realize that we’re doing
what most creative artists dread: we’re pixel
f&%*ing (rhymes with “sucking” but we
can’t print the word in this family magazine).
For a good laugh, look it up on your
favorite search engine, only spell it out
properly for the best results. There are
lots of definitions for it, many sardonic
and most of them funny for the people
who have found themselves in the same
situation: focusing on pixel-level changes
in a much bigger picture. In the worst
cases an entire production can get bogged
down by an obsession with minute details,
and many artists with experience will tell
you that pixel f&%*ing is a symptom of
a bigger problem with the overall vision
for a project. In not-such-terrible cases,
it may just be that everything is looking
good—thanks to talented artists, technical
directors and creative supervisors—and
the bosses don’t see anything on the
surface to criticize or correct.
I zoom out again and say, “That tree looks
fine, just like the rest of the trees in this
show.” And it does look fine. The neon sign,
in fact, looks better than it really should.
The backgrounds for this episode are all
done and we’ve gone over them with
a fine-toothed comb to make sure that
everything looks right. At this point, any
changes would be arbitrary and subjective,
and since we’re about 30 minutes away
from shipping time it is best to approve
and move on to more important things
that are crucial to the story we’re trying
to tell. Let’s thank the artists who did this
work, consider it all a good day’s labor
done well, and go home to our families.
– Paula Spence
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WHAT WAS THE FIRST CARTOON
OR FILM THAT INSPIRED YOU TO
PURSUE ANIMATION AND WHY?
My dad was always introducing me to new movies and TV shows. I remember being
so enchanted when he showed me Who Framed Roger Rabbit because of how it
incorporated animation and live-action. It gave a whole new life to these cartoon
characters in the real world that was so fascinating to me. After that, I was begging to
eventually be one of those people involved in giving cartoon characters that kind of life
and energy. —Tara Hurley
I know the tired and typical answer is Star Wars and although it’s not animated, its
impact on my creativity, imagination, career and ambition is undeniable. As for
animation, Heavy Metal was my gateway to realizing cartoons didn’t have to be just for
kids and it opened my eyes to other visual and artistic styles that I aspired to mimic in
my own drawing. It didn’t hurt that I was too young to be watching it so the forbidden
nature made it all the more appealing and inspiring. —Paolo deGuzman
The first cartoons that inspired me to pursue animation were Hey Arnold! and The
Simpsons. Growing up I loved drawing, music, and comedy and both of these classics
combined all of my favorite things seamlessly. [They] differ in style but I think that is
what I liked about them, the overall versatility in animation. The fact that your voice can
be shown in such a visual and artistic manner is what inspired me to pursue animation.
—Grace Babineau
I was all about comics—Neal Adams and John Byrne were gods. I went to the Joe Kubert
School for comic book illustration, and ended up becoming a penciller for Marvel comics.
I fell into animation after moving to California, and working for Epoch Ink first as a
storyboard revisionist, and later, a board artist. I fell in love with the medium, and ended
up working on Batman Beyond, still one of the highlights of my career. As for inspiration,
Iron Giant, Toy Story, The Incredibles, Batman: The Animated Series have all been hugely
influential on me and what I have strived to achieve as a storyteller. —David Chlystek
The show that inspired me the most to draw was the original Gumby series from
the 1950s. Sure the characters weren’t actually drawn, but that show, more than any
other, made me want to draw cartoons for a living. The wonderful sense of whimsy
and surrealism that Art Clokey conveyed with stop motion still influences my work to
this day! —Douglas Gauthier
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LIFE IN COLOR

By Elisa Phillips

BART SIMPSON. SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS. THE POWERPUFF GIRLS.
THE AVERAGE VIEWER CAN’T DRAW THESE CHARACTERS FROM MEMORY BUT
THEY PROBABLY CAN TELL YOU THE COLORS OF THE CHARACTERS.
These palettes hold our attention as we follow them through ever changing environments
and stories. How much work goes into the design of these palettes, and who is tasked
with their creation? Allow me to introduce you to the Color Stylist.

Today’s Color Stylists have worked as
character designers, background painters
and more. They are an essential part of
every production. Though the position has
changed drastically from its beginnings,
color styling has remained a difficult job
with great expertise required. As schedules
are choked and budgets stretched thin,
it will require an effort by artists in all
departments of animation to ensure that
Color Styling is no longer singled out as a
lesser design position in the Ink and Paint
category of the Contract.
Ink & Paint: The Women of Walt Disney’s
Animation gives some insight into the
history of the color department. When
animation was handmade, paint was applied
to each cel by carefully trained women.
They were tasked with not only adding
flat swaths of color but creating airbrush
and paint splatter effects to bring magic
to the drawings. This role was designated
to women, and because of gender bias,
it was neither paid well nor respected.
Concept art, design, and story positions
were held almost exclusively by men.
Many misconceptions about the role
continue today. Color Stylists provide flat
color, primarily by selections and fills, which
may sound simple by comparison to other
positions, but it’s not the entire picture.
Color Stylists design and create the
color palettes for all animated assets in a
production. They design shapes and colors
of surface shadows and additional lighting
palettes. The lights may suddenly switch off,
submerging the characters in darkness but
20

still allowing enough color for them to be
visible. There could be a flash of lightning,
momentarily casting an eerie rim light. A
school dance with strobe lights presents
new color schemes over a short time.
As the last artists in the pipeline before
animation, color stylists often have the
least amount of time to complete their
work. This can mean coloring hundreds of
assets with only weeks between delivery
dates. They work with the Art Director
and the Background Paint Department
to create a cohesive color story. They
composite color models with painted
backgrounds in order to harmonize
palettes, apply lighting and color effects,
and determine the final look of each scene.
Today, with the industry’s adaption
of computer technology, the role has
expanded to include more responsibilities.
While each production is managed
differently, we can paint a picture of
the modern Color Stylist by sharing the
collective experiences of three artists—
who met while working on Rick and Morty.
Carol Wyatt, with 30
years of experience,
has worked as a Color
Stylist, Art Director,
Production Designer,
BG Designer and
Painter, and Animator. She carries the
unique perspective of the role’s evolution
from traditional to digital pipelines.
“I started out inking and painting cels then
began doing color key on Saturday morning
cartoons in the 80’s. I came from graphic

design and illustration and knew how important color was in commercials and logo
design. However, I was regularly reminded
of how unimportant my contributions were
through sexist comments and low pay.
Things changed when I was the color supervisor at the beginning of The Simpsons’ TV
series. The writers and directors took color
seriously. We worked on scenes that parodied iconic films and they taught me how
to use color to emphasize personalities and
stories. Now that computers have replaced
paper and cels, color has become more
complicated and detailed yet the pay remains the lowest in animation design. There
are more jobs to do within the color styling
title, including writing lead sheets or route
sheets. I have to stay updated on special FX
and trends. Color on characters and props
must be creative, current, yet stand the test
of time so they can be used in any story
situation, then later merchandised. Color
design is separated from character and BG
design, and BG paint. This is necessary for
production purposes to get the work done
faster. However, all of these positions are
equal and require the same training.”
Having previously
worked as a Background
Painter, Jack Cusumano
was surprised when
he was offered a Color
Stylist position on Rick
and Morty after taking a general color test.
Aside from color work, Jack has also been
a Background Painter, a Director, and
created an original short for Nickelodeon.
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“I fell into Color Styling on Rick and
Morty. Before that, I underestimated the
importance and complexity of the position.
On the first season, one of the first models
I colored was Snuffles, Rick and Morty’s
family dog. He looked like my dog, Shorty,
so I designed a similar palette then threw
in Shorty’s teal collar with a silver tag.
Combined with the cool blues and grays
of his intelligence-enhancing helmet, his
palette suggests the safe, calming and
loving family pet role that Snuffles plays
in the Smith family (before enslaving
the human race). Now, I see those colors
everywhere—on t-shirts, toys, stickers, pins.
People around the world recognize the
character by that iconic teal collar and the
cool grays and blues of his helmet. Not only
do the colors communicate character traits
and tell a story, but those same colors now
generate tangible income as merchandise.”
Elisa Phillips began
her career as a Color
Stylist on Rick and
Morty. Since then she
has worked as both a
Character Designer and
Color Stylist, sometimes performing both
responsibilities on a single production.
“As someone who relates equally
to both roles, I have noticed that my
focus as a designer has been far more
small picture than the scope of my
responsibilities when I’m working color.
I’m responsible for hundreds of assets
per episode, sometimes as the only
stylist on production. I create palettes
for newly established locations. If a
revision is called out it can create a
domino effect of updating that model
through every relevant palette. It’s a
huge task of organization, recall and
asset management. Design does bring
many challenges which I find rewarding
for my growth as a draftsman and
designer, but when I’m working as a
Color Stylist I always feel a greater
sense of influence and responsibility
that leads me to feel that both positions
demand equally respectable and
valuable work to be performed.”
Please take the time to visit our petition
at bit.ly/colorisdesign.

WORKING TOGETHER
This June, 16 TAG members will attend the annual District 2
convention to learn more about how our union operates under the
IATSE organization, strengthen bonds with other locals and vote on
proposals. Here, we meet a few of our delegates.
I decided to volunteer to get more
involved with the union and learn
about our place in the larger IATSE
organization. I believe strongly in our
union and feel that it is important
to dig deeper into learning and
experiencing how it all works. I also
look forward to meeting and hearing
from delegates in other Locals.
—Justin Weber,
Walt Disney Animation Studios
I’ve attended IATSE’s Officer
Institute training sessions to learn
how to run an effective labor union,
and through that venue have met
many IATSE colleagues from across
the US and Canada. I have never
attended a District 2 Convention,
though, and feel that it is a good
way to stay connected to my sisters
and brothers in other Hollywood
Locals and stay informed on the
issues we’re all dealing with in
the entertainment industry.
—Paula Spence, Cartoon Network
My experience at the previous
two District 2 conventions showed
me that standing with our IATSE
colleagues and participating in
discussions is a key role in being
union members. I find great value in
attending these conventions and look
forward to doing so again.
—Steve Kaplan,
International Representative, IATSE

As a new shop steward for Disney
Feature, this is a great opportunity to
learn from other locals and bring this
knowledge back to my studio to help
and guide my fellow artists, especially in
such a crucial year. I am very humbled
and grateful to have the chance to meet
other locals and represent Local 839.
—Jorge Garcia,
Walt Disney Animation Studios
I decided to participate in the conference
because I believe it’s part of my role as
a Shop Steward and Executive Board
member to learn as much as I can about
the IATSE organization and how we can
better serve our fellow Guild members. I
hope to bring back strategies and stories
from other locals about how they have
addressed a diverse set of labor issues
that are sometimes very different from
what we face in Animation.
—Brandon Jarratt,
Walt Disney Animation Studios
I heard about the District 2 convention
through a meeting with the Young
Workers Committee and was interested in
attending when it came up. That happened
at the very next general meeting and I
volunteered without hesitation!
—Elisa Phillips
I recently joined the TAG executive
board and volunteered to attend the
convention because I think it’s important
to get some TAG faces out there in the
greater guild culture. I like the idea of
making inter-guild connections and
getting to know each other as people, so
we can support one another.
—Ashley Long, Bento Box
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UNION PROUD
The Animation Guild members have organized more than 35 animation crews—
from studios such as Cartoon Network, Nickelodeon, Warner Bros., DreamWorks,
Marvel, Fox, and Disney—for Union Pride T-shirt Day on the first Monday of every
month. So far more than 1,000 members have shown their 839 pride! Here are
some familiar faces who recently participated with their crews.

Former TAG President Tom Sito

The crew of Tangled
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Ian Jones-Quartey, Bob Boyle, Daniel Chong, J.G. Quintel
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IN THE MIX

Photography by David Yeh

TAG held its first networking event in April and more than 150 members attended the
mixer at Story Tavern in Burbank. “These events provide our members an opportunity to
mix and mingle with their animation industry colleagues, to meet longtime friends, and
hopefully make new friends as well,” says Brooke Keesling, Director of Communications
and Culture. The Guild plans to hold quarterly events at different locations across town
so that members can connect with each other more frequently.

Gavin Freitas, Carl Peterson, David Shair, Whitney Tang,
Rachel Buecheler, Victoria Thornberry, Amish Kumar

Justin Weber, Susan Nguyen , Fill Marc Sagadraca, and Douglas Gauthier
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FEATURES

For an artist, the line between work and life sometimes blurs with
inspiration striking anywhere, such as on a family vacation, which
was the case for the plot of Hotel Transylvania 3. Or drawing
upon one’s life experiences to create a meaningful story, like
Cosmo Segurson did for his new Nickelodeon short. And often
it’s the passion projects that are awarded accolades, just take a
look at Emmy winners from the past decades. Here, we celebrate
the wealth of talent in animation and the sparks that ignite it.
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Fantastical worlds collide in
this 2D and stop motion short
By Alexandra Drosu
CREATIVE INSPIRATION OFTEN SPRINGS
FROM ONE’S LIFE, AND THAT CERTAINLY
IS TRUE OF COSMO SEGURSON’S NEW
NICKELODEON SHORT, THE PRINCE
AND MR. WHISKERS.
“It was an idea that I had been formulating for a while about
characters that interact musically without dialogue,” says
Segurson. Growing up in a melodic household—his father
Howard is an alto sax player and his mother Harriet, a singer—
Segurson was influenced by his dad’s musical tastes.
“My Dad is from the be-bop school of west coast Jazz,” says
Segurson. “He first turned me on to Duke Ellington when I was
really young.” His father also told him stories about his great
grandmother (whom he never met) and how she called jazz,
“the Devil’s music.”
Segurson’s developing musical tastes also influenced the
cartoons he watched. He was mesmerized by reruns of Popeye’s
color feature series, a trio of cartoons based on stories from The
Arabian Nights. The cartoons, each 16 to 22 minutes long, debuted
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between 1937 and 1939 and showcased Sammy Timberg’s jazzy
score along with a rhythmic base of Arabian music.
“There’s something about what they call hot jazz that was
used by Timberg, which I really love,” he says.
All these influences percolated in Segurson’s mind as he
brewed up a story for the short, a musical battle between
classical European styling versus American jazz. A tale emerged
of an aging King, who feels his son has no sense of order ever
since he started listening to jazz records. In an effort to regain
control over the Prince, the King hires Mr. Whiskers, the best
music teacher in all the land. The King temporarily thinks he’s
solved the problem but then chaos ensues when the Prince and
Mr. Whiskers begin their musical battle.
“The King is worried about the kingdom and responsibilities—
that kind of mirrors classical music that has order and time
signatures versus jazz which is based on syncopation and
improvisation,” says Segurson.
An Arabian Nights setting—a partial ode to the Popeye
cartoons—seemed like the perfect setting. But there was
another ambitious idea that Segurson wanted to implement—
he wanted to integrate 2D animation with a stop-motion world.
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SET IN MOTION
“When I pitched this short I actually
didn’t tell them that I wanted to do it
with stop motion,” admits Segurson, who
convinced the team at Nickelodeon to
move forward with the technique after it
was accepted in the shorts program.
“Nickelodeon was impressed with
Cosmo as a filmmaker, and we were
intrigued by the idea of a short that used
little dialogue and instead used music
to tell a story,” says Chris Viscardi,
Senior Vice President, Animation at
Nickelodeon. “It was not so much the
technology per se, but rather Cosmo’s
passion for using this approach to tell
his story. Since we are a creator driven
studio, we love looking for opportunities
to have creators tell their stories in
unique ways.”
For Segurson that vision was rooted
in stop motion but he emphasizes that it
wasn’t simply a fanciful idea, it plays an
integral role in the story.
In the middle, a surrealist 2D battle
takes place between the snooty Mr.
Whiskers and the Prince. “It was going to
go beyond physical space,” he says, so it
was important to establish a difference
between the “real world” and the fantasy
world of the battle.
“I decided to use stop motion sets for
the palace—the reality that the King lives
in—and then create this [abstracted 2D]
fantasy world that the Prince lives in
when he’s playing music,” he says.
With Nickelodeon’s approval, Segurson,
who had just wrapped up co-directing
Rocko’s Modern Life: Static Cling (a reboot
of the original ‘90s series), got to work on
creating a three-dimensional world for
his characters. However, this short wasn’t
Segurson’s first foray into stop motion. His
love for the technique started as 6-year-old
when he saw the Rankin/Bass produced
Mad Monster Party. By the time he was in
high school, he was using a friend’s video
camera to create his first stop motion film.
“You couldn’t take stills,” he says,
“so we were moving [marshmallow]
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Peeps around the camera and then
edited out our hands.”
As a professional artist he was hired
by a San Francisco foodie to create
stop motion vignettes for a website—
real strawberries jamming on musical
instruments, cheese being chased by
graters. Throughout, he experimented
on his own learning the craft through
trial and error. Then in 2014 he worked
for Screen Novelties (a non-union
studio) on Elf: Buddy’s Musical Christmas.
“I ended up storyboarding that entire
project on site so I was able to board out
a gag and stage a scene then walk in the
other room and see it being filmed—see
how my staging was interpreted by a
stop motion animator on a real set with
real lights,” he says.
He was also introduced to Dragonframe,
which he calls invaluable to anyone
interested in the technique. All of these
experiences provided Segurson with the
foundation to move forward with the
project, and Nickelodeon was supportive
of the endeavor. Indeed, Viscardi says the
studio would like to explore the use of stop
motion more but emphasizes, “it needs to
be driven by the vision of the creator.”

GETTING DOWN
TO BUSINESS
After sitting down at his organ
and working out compositions and
musical themes for each character
that evoked the Golden Era of jazz,
Segurson started sketching characters
and thinking about how they were
going to move within the physical
spaces. He storyboarded the entire
project, devoting much of his time

and plenty of revisions to the musical
battle, then created the animatic. With
a tight budget, he didn’t want to build
superfluous sets.
It was only then that Segurson could
literally roll up his sleeves and get to
work. He started calling on a group of
close collaborators. He reached out to
saxophonist James King, co-founder of
the band, Fitz and the Tantrums. The
two met at CalArts: “He and I used to
go into the music rooms and make each
other laugh with different [cartoon]
themes so I knew he was the perfect
collaborator.” Together, they composed
and recorded a temporary click track to
serve as a guide for the action.
Next, Segurson called on Mark
Chamness to build the sets. It took two
weeks and plenty of cardboard and PVC
to create the six key locations—the
exterior of the palace, the stairs leading
to the Great Hall, the Great Hall, the
Music Room, the King’s quarters and
the interior of the limousine. They got
creative with materials.
“I hit up local thrift stores and found
junk jewelry beads for door knobs, a
couple of gaudy old lady shawls for
curtain materials, Christmas ornaments
for castle spires, and a domed 7-11
Slurpee lid for chandelier parts,” he says.
The team spent the next month
painting and texturing the sets. They
also had to track down miniature
props. Segurson found a line of French
Provincial dollhouse furniture that
could be transformed into a different
treatment to match the rooms, but still
there were props that he couldn’t find,
such as the Victrola phonograph.

“When I pitched this short I actually
didn’t tell them that I wanted to
do it with stop motion...”
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Nickelodeon’s 3D printer turned out to
be the perfect solution. Segurson created
sketches and sought Frank Rocco’s help
to interpret the designs into Maya, who
sent the new files off to the printer.
Other challenges presented, he needed
to create a working doorknob that the 2D
characters could interact with.
“There’s something really exciting
about creating something from a bunch
of cardboard and paint and then putting
it on a set, lighting it and putting a lens in
front of it,” he adds.
The entire production would be filmed
in a small room, about 10 feet x 12 feet, on
the 4th floor of the Nickelodeon building.
“I built perspective into the design
knowing that I would have a limited
amount of space,” he says. For example,
he designed the floors skewed so they
already had a push perspective and gave
the spaces an air of palatial grandeur.
The animatics became the basis of the
timing determining how the characters
would move across the set. For example,
there are several scenes where lightening
strikes as the characters move either
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across the Great Hall or up the stairs
leading to it. In the scene with the Great
Hall, Segurson wanted rain pelting
outside the ornamental windows.
Rocco, who had worked in special effects
in the ‘80s and ‘90s, suggested scratching
clear cels and lighting them to mimic
a torrential rainstorm. In every frame,
Segurson would swap out one of about
a dozen scratched cells while Director of
Photography Aaron Wise slid the camera
2mm per frame to keep the movement
smooth. They outfitted the track with
a little wire arrow and laid down a tape
measure alongside it to create a homemade
rig. It was an exercise in patience.
“That five second shot took about two
hours,” says Segurson, “and we shot it
three times.”
Another shot where the King opens the
door to the music room and reveals his
son playing the drums proved to be the
most complicated in the short with three
layers of action occurring simultaneously.
The King turns the doorknob (interacting
with a physical object), pulls the door
open while the camera is still moving

forward and reveals the action on the
other side of the door.
The knob, a bead less than a quarter inch
in size, had to be moved incrementally by
Segurson. He rigged the two beads with
a wire taut enough to turn. They also had
to determine exactly how many frames
were needed to move the camera past
the doorframe. On the other side, the
Prince is playing wildly on a set of drums,
that are a real prop, but the cymbals
are animated in 2D. However, when the
camera cuts to the close up the cymbals
are physical objects. Each movement was
mapped out on an x-sheet and the timing
determined with the help of animation
director Andrew Overtoom.
“I needed the elasticity of 2D animation
to keep up with the pace of the characters
and the energy I wanted them to have,”
says Segurson. He also wanted the
characters to squash and stretch like in
the cartoons from the ‘30s and ‘40s.
In some cases, Segurson storyboarded
the action twice—once before and once
after the shoot—to provide flexibility for
on-set improvisation. Segurson would then
import stills from the shoot and line up the
new shot with the storyboard that served
as a blueprint for the 2D animation,
which was all hand drawn.
In order to achieve an expansive shot
towards the end of the film, the team had
to shoot the model without a ceiling in
order to light the space appropriately.
Segurson chose to matte paint a ceiling
—a trick from a bygone era of filmmaking—
over a stop motion chandelier that swings
to the beat of the music.
Though the click track helped syncopate
the actions to the story, the final music
heard in the short will be recorded by a
session of jazz musicians playing to the
final picture, reminiscent of Carl Stalling
in the old Warner Bros. days.
“People will want to watch the short
multiple times because of the amount of
detail that we’ve put into it,” says Segurson,
who has devoted almost two years to
the project. It’s clear this 4½-minute
short is a labor of love or perhaps more
appropriately an ode to it.
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ALL THE KINGS MEN
& WOMEN
The team behind The Prince
and Mr. Whiskers
Andrew Overtoom

ANIMATION DIRECTOR AND SHEET TIMER

Hugo Morales

ANIMATIC/PICTURE EDITOR
AND COMPOSITOR

Frank Rocco

ART DIRECTOR

Aaron Wise

STOP MOTION DIRECTOR
OF PHOTOGRAPHY

James King

CO-COMPOSER AND MUSICAL ARRANGER

Mark Chamness

STOP MOTION SET CONSTRUCTION

Carey Yost and David Tilton

ADDITIONAL CHARACTER DESIGN

Micheal Ballie, Jr.

2D PROP DESIGN
AND ASSISTANT ANIMATOR

Jackie Bae

2D BACKGROUND PAINTER

Brian Smith

COLOR STYLIST

Jamie Goss

LINE PRODUCER

Paul Anderson

PRODUCTION MANAGER

Joshua Hoskison

PRODUCTION COORDINATOR
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AND THE
WINNER IS...
By Jean Bentley
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Looking back at eight
Primetime Emmy honorees
across the last half century
WHEN WILLIAM HANNA
AND JOSEPH BARBERA
PITCHED THE FLINTSTONES
TO TV NETWORKS IN 1960,
THE DUO’S CREATION
WAS SOMETHING THAT
HAD NEVER BEEN DONE
BEFORE: AN ANIMATED
PRIMETIME SERIES.
WHILE INSPIRED BY THE
HONEYMOONERS, THEIR
STONE AGE-SET SITCOM
HAD MUCH MORE THAN
MARITAL HUMOR. IT HAD
A VISUAL LANGUAGE
THAT COULD ONLY BE
CAPTURED VIA ANIMATION.

“The Honeymooners had a lot of
dialogue, but it was their expressions
and [Art] Carney’s attitude that made it
work,” Barbera once told the Television
Academy. “Well, when you’re doing an
animation thing, you better go beyond
that. You can’t just have two people
making faces at each other. You have to
move them.”
The Flintstones more than moved
people, it created its own world full of
rich characters, beautiful imagery, and
prehistoric puns that delighted both
children and adults. The Flintstones was
the first animated series to be nominated
for an Emmy—in 1961, before there was
even a category for animation.
Explains Television Academy senior
vice president John Leverence, the field
at the 13th Emmys ceremony was wide.
“The Flintstones was nominated in the
Outstanding Achievement in the Field
of Humor category along with a sitcom
(Andy Griffith Show), a hybrid variety-

sitcom series (Jack Benny Show), a variety
special (Bob Hope Buick Show), and a
structured reality show (Candid Camera)
—quite a hodge-podge.”
It wasn’t until 1979 that the Television
Academy created a category to honor
animated programs, and nearly three
decades later it created one to honor
short-form animated programs.
“What makes great work? Fantastic
storytelling, compelling visuals, and
touching the heart of the viewers in a
way that is genuine and captivating,”
says Academy Governor and TAG
member Jill Daniels, “The Academy
historically champions work that is
groundbreaking and innovative in
medium and content. That is a golden
thread that runs through Emmy-winning
animated programming created at any
time for audiences of all ages.”
Through that lens, we look back at
eight Emmy-nominated and -winning TV
animated series.
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The Flintstones (1960-66)
Emmys Cred: 1 nomination (Outstanding Program Achievement in the Field of Humor, 1961)

Photo by ABC Photo Archives/ABC via Getty Images

Much like The Honeymooners, this classic animated
sitcom followed two couples as they navigated the
complexities of life (in the Stone Age instead of the
20th century).
“The idea of taking this old-fashioned working-class
family—which, by the way, Roseanne is getting all
this attention for its reboot now—and turning that
into an animated show in prehistoric times was really
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quite clever. That was an important moment,” says
Robert Thompson, Director of the Bleier Center for
Television & Popular Culture at Syracuse University.
“The Flintstones managed to slip in [to the Emmys]
before there was even a category—which was ahead of
its time, and I think that’s exactly where it belonged.
The Flintstones was in fact a sitcom that happened to
be animated. It was not just a kiddie show.”
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The Simpsons (1989-present)
Emmys Cred: 16 nominations and 10
wins in the Outstanding Animated
Program category alone (from 1990
to 2017); an additional 22 wins and
41 nominations in other categories

After debuting as a series of shorts
on The Tracey Ullman Show in 1987, Fox
commissioned a series that would focus
solely on what longtime background
designer Deborah Peterson calls “a
plain old ordinary, nuclear family.” Says
Peterson, who began working on the
first season of the show straight out
of college: “They may have the most
ridiculous adventures, but at the core it
is just a family living in middle America.
They’re not super poor, they’re not
super rich, they go to church, they go to
school, they go to work, they take care
of the house, they have dogs, they know
their neighbors.”
The Simpsons’ appeal also owes to
the fact that the writing is layered for
audiences of all ages.
Says Syracuse University’s
Thompson, ”A little kid could like The
Simpsons because Bart said things like,
‘Underachiever and proud of it,’ and
a PhD in comp literature could enjoy
[it] because of its complex literary and
political references.”
While The Simpsons’ influence can
be seen in the many adult-oriented
and pop culture-savvy animated shows
that followed, it is also itself a prime
example of how TV animation has
changed in the past three decades.
Every job on the show has gone
through a process evolution
from analog to digital, and the
level of detail in each frame
continues to increase as the
years go on.

Batman: The Animated Series
(1992-95)
Emmys Cred: 1 Primetime win (Outstanding Animated Program, 1993); 3
Daytime wins and 9 more nominations
This take on the caped crusader’s
adventures took inspiration from Tim
Burton’s 1990s Batman movies for a
slightly darker, noir-esque series that geek
haven website IGN.com voted the best
non-comics version of the character. Peter
Ferk, who worked on the series as the
overseas background layout supervisor,
says it still inspires his work today.
“When I look back at some of my drawings ... there’s something about the look of
the show that changed my natural drawing
style. When I’m drawing human characters
a lot of Batman still jumps through,” he
says. “The designs were fantastic and the
storylines were so different.”
Plus, like The Flintstones and The Simpsons,
it too appealed to people of all ages.
“All of a sudden when they started
airing it on Fox it cut right across all the
demographics,” he says. “It became one
of the shows where the parents were
engrossed just as much as the kids.”

The Powerpuff Girls (1998-2005)
Emmys Cred: 2 Outstanding
Individual Achievement in Animation
wins (2000 and 2005); 3 Outstanding
Animated Program nominations

The three super-powered sisters from
Townsville starred in their own series
on Cartoon Network in the late ‘90s and
early ‘00s, which spawned a feature film,
a Japanese remake and a 2016 reboot.
Chris Battle, who worked as a character
designer on the original series, remembers
being excited that, while in the early
stages of his career, he was able to work
on a show as good as The Powerpuff Girls.
“It wasn’t … doing something based on
some toy that you didn’t care about. We
were all deeply excited to be working on
shows of quality like that,” he says.
Robert Alvarez, a veteran animator and
director who wound up working on both
the original and the rebooted versions,
liked how different the series felt—and
how funny it ended up being. “I really liked
it because I thought the show was really
different, new,” he says. “It was a lot of fun
to go to the storyboard pitches, because
some of the people that worked on the
original series were very, very funny.”
But Thompson says one of the show’s
most important contributions was that
it showed girls they could be
superheroes too. “It
did kind of give
a vocabulary to
the whole idea of
girl power, which
was significant.
You had these little
girl superheroes,” he says, adding, “we
didn’t see a lot of that back then.”
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Samurai Jack (2001-2004; 2017)

Emmys Cred: 2 nominations and 1 win (2004) for Outstanding Animated
Program; 6 more wins for Outstanding Individual Achievement in Animation
The titular character of this series
was a samurai who travels back in time
to defeat a shape-shifting demon and
prevent a dystopian future. “Artistically,
if you look at the show now, it’s pretty
hard to compare anything else to it,” says
Alvarez, who also worked on Samurai
Jack. “I think it might have even set a
path or opened the door for a lot of other
shows, action-adventure type shows.”
When the series was revived in 2017

for one last season, Alvarez says creator
Genndy Tartakovsky maintained the
same processes as he used in the early
‘00s. “He didn’t do animatics. He slugged
the boards just the way we used to slug
the boards when we were directing
them on the original series…everything
was done on the storyboard,” he says.
“For sound, we’d do the track on audio
cassette. So it was just like doing the
original show.”

Family Guy (1999-present)

Emmys Cred: 4 nominations for Outstanding Animated Program; 1
nomination for Outstanding Comedy Series (the first since The Flintstones);
and an additional 12 nominations and 7 wins in other categories
Much like The Simpsons, Family
Guy is about a middle-class American
family. But the Griffins of Quahog,
Rhode Island were a far cruder bunch,
and the show was geared toward an
older audience from the start. Like
Beavis and Butt-Head, South Park, and
other post-Simpsons shows, Family Guy
gave (and continues to give) the Fox
Standards and Practices department
a workout.
Says Thompson: “Family Guy was
much more outrageous than what The
Simpsons had done. When The Simpsons
came out, people thought it was going
to be the end of civilization as we knew
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it.The Simpsons looks like a Sunday
school lesson compared to what Family
Guy would do.”
But that’s what Deborah Winslow,
longtime Family Guy retakes
director and current promotions
director, loves most about the place
where she’s worked for 14 years.
“Nobody’s sacred. Nothing is safe.
Equal opportunity: We’ll pick on
everybody,” she says. “A lot of times
people might take one thing and go,
‘Hey, this was mean to that group of
people!’ Relax. We’ll get to everybody.
It’s never anything personal. It’s
good to laugh at yourself.”
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Spongebob Squarepants
(1999-present)

Emmys Cred: 9 Primetime nominations
since 2002; 6 Daytime nominations
and 4 wins (the latest in 2018)
Paula Spence’s first job in animation
was as a background artist during the first
three seasons of Spongebob Squarepants,
the wacky, long-running kids show about a
sponge that lives in a pineapple under the
sea. She and her colleagues worked on the
first episodes in a bubble, and were worried
that by scheduling the show against the
biggest animated series at the time—
Pokémon—the network was signaling
that it didn’t have faith in the series.
In fact, it was the opposite—and nearly
20 years later, Spongebob has spawned
multiple movies and even a Broadway
musical. “He’s so quirky and fun and he’s
everybody’s friend,” Spence says of the
character’s appeal. “The kids just think he’s
silly and love his antics and parents can sit
back and enjoy just how crazy he is.”
Again, the sophistication level and the
appeal for parents as well as kids is what
pop culture expert Thompson credits for
the series’ longevity. “This was designed
for little children,” he says. “At the same
time, any parent who happened to be in
the room when they sat their kid in front
of Spongebob Squarepants realized that
there was so much more going on than
just something for the 5-year-old.”
Take an episode called “The Paper,”
about Spongebob turning a gum wrapper
discarded by another character into
something beautiful. “Spongebob, who’s got
a pure spirit, and a great imagination, and
a critical mind, is able to turn this piece of
garbage into the most delightful thing in
the world. Whereas Squidward doesn’t have
that ability,” Thompson says. “I think it’s
one of the greatest episodes of television
of all time—animation or otherwise. And
it went less than 15 minutes.”

Bob’s Burgers (2011-present)

Emmys Cred: 4 nominations and 2 wins for Outstanding Animated
Program; an additional 2 nominations
There’s a reason so many TV series
—animated or live-action—focus
on families: because people can see
themselves in the characters. But
unlike other animated series, Bob’s
Burgers, about the Belcher family and
their seaside burger joint, eschews
crude humor for puns and sweet,
genuine emotion about a happy
family with two parents who love
their three, very strange, wildly
different children and don’t want to
change a thing about them. And in

a television landscape increasingly
filled with antiheroes and heavy
dramas, that’s a rarity.
“Unlike other primetime animated
shows it’s not for adults only. It’s pretty
family-friendly,” says director Chris
Song. In fact, his own kids love the show
—and it’s one series he’s worked on that
his kids have been able to watch.
Says Thompson, “If the outrageousness
of Family Guy was married to the
innocence of Spongebob, Bob’s Burgers
is something of the offspring.”
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INTO THE
All artwork from Sony Pictures Animation, © 2018 CTMG, Inc. All Rights Reserved

The artists behind
Hotel Transylvania 3
discuss creating a
summer blockbuster
without using sunlight
IT WAS A DARK AND EERIE NIGHT… BUT THEN WHEN IS IT NOT IN
HOTEL TRANSYLVANIA? AFTER ALL, THE PREMISE OF THE SONY
PICTURES ANIMATION FILMS IS THAT COUNT DRACULA HAS GOTTEN
INTO THE HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY BECAUSE MONSTERS NEED
VACATIONS TOO. AND WHEN YOUR LEAD IS THE MOST FAMOUS
VAMPIRE OF ALL TIME, THERE WILL BE A LOT OF NIGHT SHOTS —
NECESSARY EVILS THAT MAY MAKE FOR MURKY STORYTELLING
WHEN IT COMES TO ANIMATING THIS WORLD ON FILM.
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NIGHT

By Whitney Friedlander

An excess of black and blue hues
could be worked around for the first
two movies, which use mainly interior
images, but franchise director Genndy
Tartakovsky raised the stakes for the
third film, Hotel Transylvania 3: Summer
Vacation, which centers on Drac’s
daughter Mavis booking a cruise for the
whole gang because she believes her dad
is in desperate need of his own getaway.
This, however, did not mean the film’s
team of artists could also kick back and
relax. In addition to the reality that all
scenes needed to be set after sunset
and also would largely be taking place
outside, there were a host of new locales
that required designs. These included a
plane, a train and an automobile. But most
impressive was the monster ship—a term
that could be used to describe both its
intended inhabitants and its massive scale.
Tartakovsky says he came up with the
idea for the script, which he co-wrote with
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Boss Baby’s Michael McCullers, after his
own experiences on a recent family cruise
with his in-laws. The hectic atmosphere
that enveloped him when he boarded his
vacation liner made him realize that it was
“a perfect setting for our monster family.
It’s just like the hotel, but on the water.
All the jokes could be familiar because we
have this hotel setting, but completely
different and we get to do excursions.”
Hotel Transylvania 3 is also goofier;
an animator’s movie.
“I would say, there is 40 to 50 percent
less dialogue in this movie than the first
two and we probably have about three or
four sequences that are purely visual with
no dialogue,” Tartakovsky says. “There’s
more physical humor.”
Not only was this handy for the artistic
team—story artist Chris Reccardi tells us
that Tartakovsky’s background “made for
an enjoyable, visually stimulating process
with lots [of] funny poses and acting”—

but the director says this also gave him
a chance to break free of the doom and
gloom of the hotel and add a bit of color.
Luckily, he knew just the guy for the job.
He tapped Scott Wills, the art director
from his Cartoon Network series Samurai
Jack, to serve as production designer.
“It took me a while to realize that
every sequence is at night,” Wills
admits. “We have one sequence that’s
at dawn and everything else is at night.
It’s crazy because, not only are you
limited because it’s at night, but you
can’t make these movies dark. This is a
family comedy. It has to be bright.”
Wills says that the studio’s decision
to move the film from a fall to a summer
release compounded the pressure because
that season already puts us in the mood
for flashy neon pinks, purples and oranges.
So Wills sought to infuse the night sky
with a myriad of hues by, for example,
invoking pre-dawn or dusk skies. >>
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A BON VOYAGE TO FILMGOERS
Story artist Chris Reccardi wrote, storyboarded and
designed the film’s 2D end credits, which Tartakovsky
gave him carte blanche to do in the style of Saul Bass’s
iconic opening credits for The Pink Panther. “It’s super
fun to do the … kind of thing where you get to ignore
normal continuity and mechanics, and just morph stuff
from scene to scene.”
He says that once he got his rough storyboards
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approved, he designed the final key pose layouts
“complete with tight ‘thick and thin’ ink lines” in a nod to
the vintage United Productions of America [Toon Boom]
animated designs. He says these were hand-drawn in
StoryBoard Pro and PhotoShop before they were sent to
be completed at animation house Rough Draft.
“It’s fun taking 3D characters and ‘characaturing’
them for 2D [because] you can take liberties,” he says.

Artwork by Scott Wills
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>>

“When we have day to night
transitions, we’ll say the sun’s coming
up so there’s a sunrise. That gives me
another trick to have a bright warm
sky, but it’s not day because we can’t
have day because it’s vampires,” says
Wills. “We just try to be as bright
and as colorful as we can. It’s super
colorful, but I feel like I have no
colors left in the spectrum.”
Visual development artist Lizzie
Nichols adds that “we had this
beautiful cool moonlight as our
ambient light, and added warm
local lighting to the characters
as needed.” Her background is
in painting—she was hired as a
painter before switching to the
environmental design team—and
she says she always includes “places
in my designs for light sources” such
as hanging lamps or candles. She
says she then tries to “create shapes
where the ambient light can fall on
surfaces and interact with the space
in an interesting way.”
“Of course, you have to think
about where the characters will
perform, and how light will fall on
the characters as they sit or move
within the space,” she says, adding
that working in CG allows them to
place the light wherever they like.
“But giving the light at least some >>

MONSTER CULTURE
As Hollywood has learned in
recent years, every project offers a
chance to champion diverse voices
and characters—even ones that are
urban legends.
For his third installment of the
Hotel Transylvania franchise,
director and co-writer Genndy
Tartakovsky took his
show on the road as new
monsters joined a cast
that includes Dracula
and Frankenstein.
The challenge was
using creatures
that reportedly
go bump in the
night around
the globe but
are also known
quantities for
the mainstream
audience in the
United States.
Tartakovsky says his and cowriter Michael McCullers’ original
script called for El Cucuy, or the
Hispanic boogeyman. After the
joke fell flat at a test screening
in Kansas City—not to mention
that some of the audience felt
the animators were making
an obscure inside joke at their
expense—he says they changed

it to a different demon. Now one
lucky cartoon chupacabra, or the
rumored bloodsucker who feeds on
livestock, gets treated to a whole
goat in a cocktail glass.
“I want to represent everybody
from Russia to Mexico to France
to whatever country,” says
Tartakovsky, who was born in
Moscow. “Obviously, being an
immigrant, I fully support all
the different cultures.”
The joke is also noteworthy
because it’s quick—really
just a line followed
by a fast gag of the
character grabbing
the drink. Chris
Reccardi,
a story
artist on the
film, says this is
very much on brand
for Tartakovsky. He
quotes Maya Angelou’s
infamous line: “People
don’t remember what you said or
did, they remember how you made
them feel.”
“Genndy has a very direct,
economic directing style, but when
he wants to make a point or joke, he
knows how to milk it without wearing
out the welcome,” Reccardi says.
Drawing by Genndy Tartakovsky
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RESURRECTING DRACULA’S LOVE LIFE

quality to her face,” Kellman says. “And I like the
atypically short hairstyle I gave her with little ‘wave’
curls, which visually connect to the ocean via her role
as a cruise ship captain.”
Still, she is pretty. But what does “pretty”
mean in a movie about monsters anyway?
“Not sure how to answer that
one,” says Kellman. “A satire on
beauty is certainly not one of this
movie’s agendas, though
that actually sounds
interesting to me!”

Drawing by Craig Kellman
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In Hotel Transylvania 3, Count Dracula finds himself
shot through the heart… with love’s arrow. The lucky
lady? Ericka Van Helsing, the great-granddaughter of
infamous vampire hunter Abraham Van Helsing. But
while the couple will no doubt have some awkward
family dinners in their future, the more pressing matter
was what she would look like.
Character designer Craig Kellman was tasked with
creating the new character but he did have one major rule
before he set his mind to the task: She could not “look like
a Disney princess.” But what does that mean exactly?
“That means I didn’t want Ericka to look like the
generic, cookie-cutter, ‘girl-next-door’ designs that
have been the Disney hallmark for almost 80 years,”
Kellman explains. “I initially envisioned her as a really
round, short woman who would be a complete visual
contrast to Drac [who is tall and lanky]. So what you
see on screen is a compromise between what I wanted
to do and the skinny, dark-haired pirate temptress
Genndy originally envisioned.”
The compromise specifically?
A striking blonde with bobbed
hair and a precisely tailored
white pantsuit that would make
Hillary Clinton proud.
“I am happy with the fact
that Ericka does have
a rounder, slightly
goofier, cartoony
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>> indication of where it might logically
come from within the space lends
the environment a lot more realism
and appeal.”
Nichols admits that she’s still fairly
new to the business—this is the first
film she’s worked on where she spent
more time designing than painting—
and she’s grateful to people like
Wills and Tartakovsky because “they
allowed me to take risks and try new
things, but gave excellent guidance
and direction when I needed it.”
Tartakovsky and story artist
Reccardi say that Wills’ ability to
produce such hue combinations is a
gift to the film. It’s so good that the
untrained eye might not even notice
the amount of work that went into
it. After all, as Reccardi reminds, this
is not a film about moonlit cruises.
This point could not be more
obvious than with the film’s climax,
an elaborate kaleidoscopic DJ battle
that involves controlling the mind
of a lounge-singing kraken. It’s the
scene Tartakovsky’s most proud of
because “it’s so huge and there’s still
funny elements and the action is
super cool.”
Reccardi, who also has experience
directing, says that he used Toon
Boom StoryBoard Pro to digitally
board some sequences “with timing
and synced to the rough music track.”
This was particularly useful for the
dance scenes and montages. He used
the software for an early version of a
light-hearted bit where Drac, having
embraced the laissez-faire vacation
lifestyle by shedding his drab duds for
Hawaiian-printed leisure wear, struts
his stuff along the ship to the tune
of Bruno Mars’ “24K Magic” while en
route to a dinner date.
All of this action also had to jibe
with the ship itself, an Old Worldmeets-New World hybrid that art
director Christian Schellewald says
he was inspired to create after a visit

to the historic Queen Mary vessel
in Long Beach and after researching
the Titanic.
“First and foremost, the Dracula
world has a lot of modern things,”
Schellewald says while we thumb
through his bound pages of intricate
sketches that include details of
anchors, portholes and crowded
staircases. “It has smart phones and
things like that, but there are a lot
of retro [influences] … We looked at
modern-day cruise ships and they all
look like floating casinos and they don’t
have much charm. So we went back to
the golden days of ocean travel.”
The end result is a multi-tiered
white behemoth with sharp angles
that allow for the acrobatic stunts
of Captain Ericka Van Helsing. Yet
somehow, just like a real cruise ship,
it still looks crowded once you add
in all those monsters.
“One of the fun things is that you
do a design and it looks great from
all sides,” Schellewald says. “But
when you actually have tall monsters
populating this ship, you realize, hey,
this is fairly compressed and now
they have to all get down the stairs.”
Little facts like overcrowded ships
can be headaches to design, but
they also help tether the film to realworld experiences that both add to
the humor and decrease chances
that this movie about the creatures
usually relegated to nightmares will
scare children.
“The fun thing for me is there is a
fair amount of real physics working
in the movie, but there’s all kinds
of crazy stuff happening too,”
Schellewald says, describing a scene
he sketched of the Bermuda Triangle
that features a “stockpile of original
ships” to which he was able to “add
weight and rust” for believability. He
says the goal was to take a “setting
with the most outrageous material
[and] make it realistic.”

GETTING UP CLOSE AND
PERSONAL WITH SONY
ANIMATION’S 3D VISUAL
DEVELOPMENT STAFF
Sony Animation’s 3D visual
development group is tasked with
testing aspects of the film before it’s
sent to Sony Pictures Imageworks. All
of the 10 or so artists who make up the
crew have a strong enough mastery of
3D animation that they could spend one
project on character development and
the next on effects or lighting.
Among the handful of team members
who worked on Hotel Transylvania 3 was
3D visual development artist Omar Smith,
who specialized in the film’s characters
while others focused on environments,
props and layouts. He predominantly
worked with character designer Craig
Kellman on villain Van Helsing.
“It was vital to extend the design
and exploration process into 3D with
character sculpts to pinpoint and
resolve any issues before a character is
handed over to animation,” says Smith,
whose tasks included creating a 3D
design for the Tesla-coiled steampunkstyle musket that the character uses in
a flashback scene. “It was no different
than designing in 2D, and we were
able to pitch many different variations
of the musket designs very quickly
with the added benefit of seeing them
textured and interacting with light.”
Smith says work like this was essential
to director Genndy Tartakovsky because
they served as what he calls a ‘test
bed’ for ideas and concepts three
dimensionally before sending assets
into production.
“Utilizing 3D in visual development
is a natural bridge, considering that
the final medium is ultimately going to
be in 3D,” Smith says. “Obviously this
makes a great resource for the director
and visual development team, but it’s
also a huge benefit to the producers
and executives when you save time and
ultimately money for the studio.”

More original artwork can be seen at ArtOfHotelTransylvania3.com
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C A L E N DA R

JUNE

JULY

AUG

1
4
7
8
20

1
2
6
17

AAI Summer 2018 semester starts
MPTF Health & Fitness Day
2018 IATSE District 2 Convention
Laundry & Gaming Night—Happy Bubbles Landromat
Hosted by the TAG Young Workers committee

MPIPHP open enrollment
Independence Day – Contract Holiday
Gallery 839 opening
Finding Dory, highest grossing animated film
in the U.S., debuts (2016)

19
31

Comic-Con kicks off

1
3
8
12
15

Annie Awards Call for Entries

26

44

Gallery 839 opening

General Membership Meeting

Gallery 839 opening
Annie Awards Call for Judges
SIGGRAPH Vancouver kicks off
Women in Animation Eastside Mixer
Golden Road Brewery
Bugs Bunny appears in his first Looney Tunes
cartoon (1944)
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THE YOUNG & THE CLEANLY
WHY GO TO THE LAUNDROMAT
ON YOUR OWN WHEN YOU CAN
TURN WASHING AND FOLDING
INTO A SOCIAL GATHERING? THE
YOUNG WORKERS COMMITTEE
IS HOLDING ITS SECOND WASH
NIGHT ON JUNE 20TH BETWEEN
7 P.M. TO 11 P.M. AT HAPPY
BUBBLES IN NORTH HOLLYWOOD.
Animation Guild members who attend will receive
one free wash and dry plus an opportunity to meet
new friends and play games. The crew behind the
committee hopes this event will inspire a work-life
balance for members of all ages.
Swing by with your basket or bag. Or, if you just don’t
feel like lugging around your laundry, come by to say
hello and play a round of Uno.
For more information visit animationguild.org
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F I N A L N OT E

Courtesy of The Cowan Collection

BOLD HEROES

On May 28, 1941, the Screen Cartoonist’s Guild voted to strike;
the following morning about 300 artists stood outside Walt
Disney Studios with picket signs. As the difficult weeks dragged
on, a new Disney film—The Reluctant Dragon—premiered at the
Pantages Theatre on June 21, 1941 and the artists soon dubbed
the head of the studio, The Reluctant Disney.

46

“The humorous signs these striking animation workers carry
belie the truth—strike means sacrifice,” says TAG Business
Representative Jason MacLeod. “These artists fought for
better wages and working conditions, and while they prevailed
thanks to a federal mediator, things were never the same as
before. We benefit today from the price they paid.”
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FOR YOUR EMMY CONSIDERATION
®

We’re all here
to leave our mark.

Behind every shot, every scene every script ever written there are thousands of people
who make storytelling possible that entertains and enlightens the world – Hollywood is
a magical place that may have brought a tear or a smile to your face. From the very
beginning, the creators of Hollywood established MPTF (Motion Picture & Television
Fund) to help the Hollywood community care for its own at times of need.

www.mptf.com
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